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DIGEST:

where proposed tape systems conply witb.
mandatory performance requoroesents but are
rejected for noncobnplfinm with requirement
for newly designed, latest oCtate-of-the-art
tape systems within offerer 'asy;rcduct line,
protest Is denied on grouras that surh sthte-
&f-the-art requirement reflects agency's
minimum needs and provides conuonr basis for
submiss ion of proposals.

¼ Honeywe1JL Information 5ysteos, Inc, (Hodneywell)
protests rejection of its irlitJka and subsequent
alternate proposals submitted to the internal Revenue
Service (IRS) in response to Reqvest for Proposals
(RFI) No. 78-12.

The RFP calls for offers to provide 12 nine-track
magnetic tape-subsystems to Lie attached to installed
Honeywell 2050A computer.systeivs_ Exch offeror was re-
quired to propose its latest state-of-the-art components
within itat.product line. This La defined as its most
recently designed components which ate currently in
production, marketed, available.# azd fully supported
and which meet the RFP mandatory performance require-
ments. The agency proposes to rejoct Honeywell because
it has not offered its latest state-ot-the-art equipment.

Because- award has not yet beer, made, Honeywell has
reqgdsteid that the exact designetlcn of the equipment
offered in it's proposals not be renealed in this deci-
sion. As it appears that the rigtits of no interested
arty isill be prejudiced the'reby, this request will be

Kornored9 and the equipment offered by Honeywell in its
origindl proposal will be referred to as M1odel X. The
unit which it offered in its two alternate proposals
for later phase in and which cons ist3 of wore recently
designed 9 track units with interlface adapters will be
referred to as Model Y.
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After Honeywell's first proposal was subritted,
the IRS conducted a conference during which fL expressed
concern that the Model X might not be in current pro-
duction as required by the RFP. Honeywell, explained
that while the Model X was not newly nAtiiufactubtd, it
was remanutactured and thus was in current production.
The RFP does not contain a "new Material" clause speci-
fically prohibiting the use of used or restored, refur-
bished components. It states that responsive proposals
will be evaluated on the basis of overall cost to The
Government, all factors considered, for equipment meet-
ing the mandatory requirements.

The record indicates that production of the Model
X began in September 1970 and continued through April
1973 and that many hundreds are installed at various
customer locations including those of the IRS. Honeywell
states that its rematiufhicrure of the Model X involves
disassembly, repair or replacement of parts, up-dating
to the most recent engineering revision status, reassem-
bly, testing and warranting the units as new. Honteywell
further states that such units are being activels market-
ed, fully supported and are currently available. However,
Honeywell's curreht contract with the Federal Supply
Service (FSS), General Services Administration states
that Model X units are no longer In production and ate
provided as-available. IRS informed Honeywell that its
proposal was technically unacceptable because Model
X did not meet the current production requirement and
Honeywell protested to this Office contending that Mudel
X was in current production.

Subsequently Honeywell reaffirmed the acceptability
of its original proposal and submitted two alternate
proposals in each of which it again offered the Model X.
In the first alternate, however, it proposed, a guaran-
teed effectiveness level of 95 percent instead bf the
required 90 percent and agreed that if the 95 percent
Jevel was not maintained for three consecutive months,
Honeywell would replace the Model X at rno additional
co3t with the Mndel Y which, with adapters, would have
equal or greater functional capability. The second alter-
nate proposal offered to replace Model X units on a phased
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basis with the.14odel Y units commencing in the Pith
month of the contract. The revised proposals were re-
jected by the IRS on tie grounds that Model X was not
in current production and, in addition, did not repre-
sent Honeywsll's latest state-ou-the-art in its pro-
duct line. Honeywell Protested this rejection to this
Office.

In its initial comments to this Officer IRS con-
tended that the Model X was not in current p nduction.
In its most re'2ent comqants, the IRS cor.cades there is
nothing.in the RFP requiring only newly manufactured
units and that remanufactured units' o a current pro-
duction model of the latest technology and meeting the
functional requirements of the RFP would be acceptable.

IRS contends that becauseiof past operational
problems with Its presently installed Honeywell Model, X
units and its expectation of using the new tape subsjs-
teml.f6r. at least five years, the primary purpose of the
procurement is to improve its preseit capability by ob-
taininig the latest technology available. It argues that
Honeywell's alternate proposals offering to replace
initially installed Model X units with Model Y, units
reflects Honeywell's understanding of the procurement's
bastc purpose. IRS contends there is a vast difference
between a Model X unit representing technology ten
yearn dod which has been restored and a unit in current
production and manufactured in accordance with the latest
technology.

HoneywPll contends that as the Model X represents
the latest technology within its product line, its
three proposals fully comply with all RFP requirements.
It points out that the Model X was designed to operate
with. the Honeywell 2050A computer system and that,
although the new Model Y with adapters will work with
the 2050A computer system, it was not designed primarily
for that computer system, Therefore, the Model X and the
Model Y are considered by Honieywell to represent two
different product lines and each model represents the
latest technology for its respective product line. A1-
though Honeywell states in its protest that the presently
installed Model X units have performed in a most satis-
factory manner, it stated in its proposals taat the past
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problems which the IRS had reported with the Model X
"have been or are in the procens of being removed" and
that a survey of other. users of the Model X indicated
a high satisfaction level. Honeywell contends that its
FSS schedule listing the Model X as no longer in pro-
duction clearly means that it is no longer being newly
manufactured but is being currently produced, marketed
and supported.

If, as IRS concedes, remanufacturing is production
and is currently taking place, it is clearly c'urrent pro-
duction. Thus,the questions which must be resolved are
whether the Model X represents the most recently designed
and latest state-of-the-art components within Honeywell's
product line and whether such requirements form a proper
Lbsis for a competitive negotiated procurement.

It is a fundamental rule of interpretation that
the intent and meaning of a documentare-not to be
determined by consideration of'an isolated section
or provision thereof bilt by consideration of the
document 4 n its entirety and each provision is to be
construed in its relation to other provisions and in
the light of the general purpose totbe accomplished.
52 Comp. Gen. 732, 735 (1973); 46 Comp. Gen. 418 (1966).
There can be little doubt as to the intent of. the IRS
or that Honeywell's Model X would be unacceptable to
the IRS, in view of the requirement that equipment be
currently in production together with the requirement
for "latest state-of-the-art" and "newly designed" equip-
ment.

The distinction which Honeywell draws between the
Model X and the Model Y based upon its own organiza-
tional lines of product separation and the fact that
the Model Y requires an adapter to be compatible with
the IRS computers loses sight of the obvious purpose
of the IRS which is clearly to obtain the latest tech-
nology in tape subsystems available from offerors. The
fact that the Model Y would require an adapter to operate
with the computer is of no consequence in view of the
fact that most tape subsystems require an adapter to
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operate with a computer made by another company and
the use of such an adapter does not violate the plug-
to-plug requirement. In our opinion, the IRS was not
unreasonable in its judgment that tae Model X was not
newly designed and did not represent the latest tech-
nology within Honeywell's product line.

Honeywell has also argued the Government has
a bias against Honeywell's equipments and that the
rajection ofi Honeywell's proposal was based on Psubjec-
tive" judgments,--wevaluation by emotional p ,'Ference'--
contrary to the procurement statutes and regulations.
Honeywell claims that the agency has not stated its
minimum needs by merely requiring its latest "state-
of-the-art" equipment1 without further definition.
In this respect, Honeywell asserts that "[o]utside of
the mandatory technical requirements set Forth in the
RFP, the IRS has not defined any additional design,
functional or performance requirements which [its]
equipments fail to meet." We reject these contentions.

It is a fundamental principle of competitive
procurement that offerors nmust be treated equally
and be provided a vu"6on basis for the submission of
proposalas , Host>Internatiwal,. Ihc., B-187529, May 17,
1977, 77-1 CPD 346. Specifications must be stated
in terms that will permit the broadest field of com-
petition within the minimum needs of the agency. 32
Comp. Gen. 384 (1953). Specifications based on prefer-
ences and desirable characteristics exceeding the
agency's actual needs are generally restrictive of
competition. Precision Dynaihics Corporation, 54 Comp.
C'en. 1114 (1975), 75-1 CPD 402. However, we have also
recognized the broad discretion' of agencies in drafting
specifications reflective of their minimum needs, and
we will not disturb an agency's determination of its
minimum needs unless it is clearly shown to be with-
out reasonable basis. Science Spectrum, B-189886,
January 9, 1978, 78-1 CPD 15. We think this RFP
meets these tests.

The use of the term Nstate-of-the-art" does, in
our opinion, provide a common basis for offerors to
submit proposals. The term is not so ephemeral or
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mysterious as to preclude an offeror's understanding,
particularly in the sophisticated eaectronics industry.
Indeed, Hcvneywell's sales literature for its Model Y
proclaims that the Model Y, combines proven design
techniques with new state-of-the-art advances to
meet the performance requirements of the sevenETes."
(Emph~asi added.) And wat are these advantageiF
Single capstan design, claims Honeywell, flexibility
in installation, certain maintenances advantages,
higher tape speeds, higher dafi transfer rates, wider
selection of packing densities, and more. These are
in our view precisely the advantages IRS claims it
requires when it asserts its anticipated needs for
greater workload capability, data reliabilityj, read-
ing versatility and maintenance can be met only by
a vendor's latest state-of-the-art tape drives. We;
believe it is not necessary under the rules of Fece'ral
procurement, for an agency to individually design its
ADPE hardware or to state with absolute prectsion all
Lf those performance requirements it anticipates will
be required, so long as, it is able to describe in terms
commonly understood by the industry the type and
quality of equipment it reasonably believes it requires
to accomplish its missions.

In this respect, although it may'be argued that
the solicitation requirement that each offeror pro-
pose only its latest "state-of-the-art" equipment
could result in differing levels ofE technology being
offered by various parties resulting in an unequal
technological baseline, this record does not support
a finding that this occurred. There is no evidence
to show that either Honeywell or its competitors'
latest "state-of-the-art" equipments. are so technolo-
gically advanced as to preclude competition on a
materially similar baseline. Moreover, the contract-
ing officer states that any equipment which would
not increase the productive capability of the IRS
beyond its present level would be unacceptable. Thus
no offeror appears to have been;prejudiced since all
would be proceeding on essentially the same basis.
Although the state-of-the-art standard perhaps should
have been more broadly drawn (an industry standard, for
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example), Honeywell has not shown that it was unfairly
denied an opportunity to submit a competitive proposal.
In particular, Honeywell was not prejudiced by this
requirement since it was told its Model X was unaccepta-
ble and was afforded the opportunity to amend its
proposal to meet the agency'r netds. Prejudice is
an essential element of a viable protest and this
Office will not disturb the procurement process merely
because some technical deficiency in the process may
argdably have occurred. 51 Comp. Gen. 678 (1972);
Cf. Data 100 Coiporation, B-185884, October 21, 1976,
76-2 CPD 354 (where we held if a procurement deficiency
did not unfairly deprive a protester of a contract award
we would not disturb an on-going procurement).

The protest is denied.

Comptroller General
of the United States




